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continued
tor, for background scenes. In addition to
helping to write the scripts for the show,
Amato often composes original music to
accompany the productions.
From their original focus on children’s
plays, the troupe—the Firefly Shadow
Theater—has branched out into more adult
themes and venues. They’ve presented
several shows at local bars, one an adaptation of an English bogeyman folk tale and
another an original story about a man who
loses his head and then tries to find out who
he really is.
“Our performance at the National
Theater on 9 December centered on a circus where a lion tamer and a lion are each
undergoing a personal identity crisis and

in which each helps the other to find an
authentic self”, Amato explained. “Doing
these productions has become a form of
play for us and a creative way to spend time
with another couple who have become our
best friends.”
Amato likes the mix afforded by his present job situation, which allows him time to
spend with his two sons, 8 and 10, both of
whom love soccer; he coaches the 8-yearold’s team. He says he plans to continue
improving his storytelling abilities and to
remain open to new ways of telling stories.
JUDITH MCINTOSH WHITE wrote this profile
while a Science Editor fellow.

Letter

Reaching
International
Researchers

Several articles1-3 published recently in
Science Editor have addressed the “globalization of scientific communication”.1 The
ever-expanding reach of the Internet is
surely accelerating this trend. For example,
Web-based manuscript-submission systems
facilitate the submission of papers from
anywhere on the globe and make it almost
effortless for journals to tap into a worldwide pool of reviewers.
A particular challenge is reaching health
researchers in the developing world. A new
collaborative effort between the World
Health Organization and the major medical publishers provides health personnel in
the poorest countries with free Internet
access to more than 2000 biomedical publications. Information about this program,

called Health InterNetwork, is available
at www.healthinternetwork.net. I encourage
readers of Science Editor to spread the word
about this innovative program.
Margaret F McCann
Deputy Editor
Epidemiology
Durham, North Carolina
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